PASSION FOR DEVELOPMENT!

I've used JCreator Pro as a training tool
and to write a number of applications.
It has always met my needs completely
and I've found it the easiest tool to use
from several that I've tried. In fact, I
like JCreator Pro so much that it
appears in three of the books that I've
written about Web services and in
several articles for magazines. One of
the features I like best is how JCreator
Pro lets you work with multiple libraries, including the third party libraries
needed to create robust Web services
applications without a lot of hassle. I
recommend this tool for anyone who is
serious about creating Java applications with a minimum of fuss.
John Mueller (author of MINING
AMAZON WEB SERVICES )
When I wrote "Java 2 For Dummies,
2nd Edition," I demanded a lot from
a Java development environment. I
needed an environment that's powerful,
efficient, versatile, easy to use, and
inexpensive. I found this combination
of qualities in only one product:
JCreator from Xinox Software. JCreator
is a wonderful product. I hope you
enjoy using it.
Barry Burd (author of JAVA FOR
DUMMIES)

JCreator is an outstanding Java
development tool. In my view it is
particularly suitable for beginners
because of its easy-to-learn, intuitive,
but powerful user interface.
Beginners can use JCreator in a
way that suits their level of expertise so
they only need to get into the more
advanced features when they are ready.

JCreator
JCreator is the development tool for every programmer that likes to do what he does
best: programming. It is faster, more efficient and more reliable than other IDE’s.
Therefore it is the perfect tool for programmers of every level, from learning
programmer to Java-specialist.
But don't be fooled with JCreator’s simplicity. It is packed with power; even your
largest projects run with ease. With JCreator programming becomes a pleasure
again!

Key features:
What makes JCreator better than the rest?
ⓦ
ⓦ
ⓦ
ⓦ
ⓦ
ⓦ

Easy interface like Microsoft Visual Studio®
Use different JDK profiles for multiple projects
Customizable user interface
Focus on programming rather than on RAD
Directly accessible API documentation
Lower system requirements than other IDEs

Key benefits:
ⓦ Speed
ⓦ Reliability
ⓦ User friendliness

Ivor Horton (author of BEGINNING JAVA)
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